tools
trade
of
the

The Emtrace WidgetStation looks like a desk
clock with two screens,
and that’s what it is. It’s
also the winner of the
2007 International CES
Design and Engineering
Innovation Award. That’s
because it can run widgets fed to it via Wi-Fi or
Ethernet through its USB
connection. It’s a mini
computer running Linux
with enough flash memory and RAM to run the
small, simple applications called widgets.
There’s a 2.5-inch monochrome screen on the
left, and 2.5-inch color
screen on the right. It has
an MP3 player and a

built-in speaker and earphone jack. Four buttons
on the front let you navigate right or left or call
up menus. The widgets
are delivered through a
service or from other
sources online and
include mini programs to
check weather, sports
scores, traffic, Flickr
images, calendars, daily
cartoons, and so on. If
you want to see a large
list of widgets already
available, visit the
www.opera.com browser
site and search the 1,001
already available for the
free Opera browser.
Distribution of WidgetStation is imminent, with

WidgetStation
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ads already appearing in magazines.
www.emtrace.com

Panasonic’s new
LUMIX DMC-FZ18
will be available this
month. The camera
has a Leica 28mm
wide-angle lens that
has an 18✕ optical
zoom range. The 8.1
megapixel camera
can produce 1920 ✕ 1080
pixel photos appropriate
for full-screen viewing on
a wide-screen HDTV. The
LUMIX DMC is the first
Panasonic digital to offer
Intelligent Auto Mode.
The Intelligent Scene
Selector selects the appropriate scene mode such as
Portrait, Scenery, Macro,
Night Scenery, and Night
Portrait. The Face Detection System helps the
camera focus and sets
auto exposure while
detecting up to 15 human
faces. The Continuous
Autofocus lets the camera
focus without having to
press the shutter halfway.
The camera has the Intel-

Panasonic LUMIX
DMC-FZ18

ligent Image Stabilization
system, which compensates for hand shake and
detects and adjusts for
motion blur caused by
subject movement. There’s
27MB of built-in memory.
The camera includes the
SILKYPIX Developer
Studio 2.OSE software for
editing and developing in
the RAW file format.
www.panasonic.com
One of the problems with
the power chargers for all
the digital devices you
carry around is the stepdown transformer end.
Plugging these small
bricks into a regular power strip soon becomes an

Tech Forum

Atomic and Wi-Fi Time ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ SOME PHILOSOPHERS DEFINE TIME as a measure of

measured is the absorption spectroscopy of cold atoms

motion, and, in the past, the idea has inspired timepieces

oscillating in atomic fountains.

that move water or sand from one receptacle to another
or track the course of a shadow on a circle.
Now, when we finally have the whole thing refined down

Atomic clocks have been around longer than most think.
The first one was produced at the U.S. National Bureau of
Standards in 1949. Today, you can get a wristwatch or wall

to a circular set of flywheels and gears beneath a couple

clock version for much less than what you would pay for a

of hands that make their own slow, daily journey around a

far-less-accurate Swiss geared model or Regulator-style

disk, the technologists step in and tell us to forget it.

box for the kitchen wall. Actually, these atomic clocks are

They have found a smaller pattern of motion for us to pay

radio-controlled timepieces tuned to receive and synchro-

attention to—a much smaller pattern.

nize with the National Institute of Standards and Technolo-

The atomic clock is now the most accurate timepiece

gy atomic clock and radio station WWVD in Boulder, Colo.

on earth—maintained at an accuracy of 10 –9 seconds per

The La Crosse Company has several analog-looking atomic

day. There is still the idea of motion being measured, but

kitchen clocks that sell for about $25 (www.atomic-

instead of hairsprings and balance wheels, what’s being

PowerSquid
Surge Protector

exercise in “If I plug in the
phone and PDA over here,
there’s no room for the
laptop and media player
over there.” Flexity calls its
reinvention of the power
strip PowerSquid® Surge
Protectors, and one glance
produces that “of course”
that usually accompanies
our reaction to elegant
solutions. Couldn’t have
chosen a better name,

either. There are several
models, with the Surge
3000 Calamari Edition
serving as flagship. The
Calamari features a
3240 Joule rating, two
glowing neon tentacles,
an audible alarm, a flat
profile with 360° rotating
swivel plug, and a
$500,000 Limited Connected Equipment
Warranty. The little
cephalopod has even won
a number of awards
including the CES Innovations Design as Best
Mobile Office/Home
Office device. Power
Squids are available at
www.powersquid.net and
the Apple.com store,
http://store.apple.com.
When Steve Jobs introduced the iPhone, he did
it in a very long online
video. He kept emphasiz-

continued on next page

ing that the phone was a
full-fledged computer, a
media player, a phone,
and an Apple computer
running a real OS. That’s
why you need a manual
and might even have
found yourself turning
the box upside down
looking for it when you
unpacked your phone. If
you find online manuals
annoying and too
cramped to be user
friendly, David Pogue has
turned out another in
O’Reilly’s Pogue Press™
series of Missing Manuals, this one the iPhone
Missing Manual. The
opening chapters deal
with using the iPhone as
a phone, and then Pogue
gets into the other functions of the computer.
The iPhone as iPod
opens part two, which
includes music and

video, photos, and camera functions. Part three
gets you online and to email and the accessory
applications. The appendices provide technical
information on setup and
signup, troubleshooting,
and maintenance. When
you buy the book from
O’Reilly, you can get the
PDF version at a substantial discount and download it immediately.
www.oreilly.com
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that keeps track of where all its

clocks.com). As ordinary as they

trains are at any given moment. So

appear, each hangs on your wall,

when you awaken, you can see where

silently listening and reporting back

your train is, and, if it’s late, you

on what’s going on in those atomic

might want to give the snooze bar an

fountains out West.

additional tap or two. The Wi-Fi Train

For those who think of time as a

Clock costs about $66, and, if you

dimension rather than the movement

want to see how it works, check out

of the planet taking its daily spin,

the demo at http://9den.ms11.net/

there’s the interesting incidental con-

yamanote_clock/sample/yamate_

nection between atomic clocks and

clock_w.html. It shows the current

GPS navigation systems. The master

time, and you can watch the trains

clocks used by these systems, both

move around the clock to the 29

on the ground and in the satellites,

stations.

are atomic clocks. The oscillating

There’s something very annoying

atoms, then, are also integral to the

about alarm clocks, maybe even con-

system that maps the three dimen-

frontational, and the online gadget
Chip-size Atomic Clock

sions in which we wander around
looking for 1303 Elm Street.

Wi-Fi alarm clock that punished you if

Pervasive Wi-Fi

control to flip between displayed

you hit the snooze bar too often. The

And while the information from the

pages.

new product was a small rectangular

Hubbard’s clock is interesting, but

box with a digital display that showed

passing through practically every

compared to two other Wi-Fi alarm

the time and a line or two of other

room we enter, there are other radio

clocks, his adaptation of existing

information such as what the alarm

waves traveling in the same places.

technology isn’t much of a stretch.

was set for. Designed, according to

Your Wi-Fi-enabled devices hear

PHOTO COURTESY OF WIKIPEDIA

when they concocted a very funny
the snooze bar doubles as a toggle

exquisitely accurate atomic clocks is
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store ThinkGeek tapped into this

The Japan Railways Wi-Fi train

the geniuses at ThinkGeek, for those

these signals, but most of the time

clock is truly ingenious. It looks like

who have a serious problem getting

we’re oblivious to the waves passing

a normal alarm clock decorated in a

up in the morning, the SnuzNLuz

through.

garish green and white motif. In the

“connects via Wi-Fi to your online

Normally, we think of Wi-Fi along

center of the dial is an image of the

bank account, and donates YOUR

with PCs, PDAs, or cell phones—the

front end of a train from the Yaman-

real money to an organization you

most common antennas for the sig-

ote Line, and the clock plays chimes

HATE when you decide to snooze.” To

nals. But the use for this radio band-

just like those played in the train sta-

set it up, you “just plug it in and

width becomes more innovative every

tions. You can set it like any other

either connect it to your network via

day. In April of this year, at the

alarm clock, but it has one other

the RJ45 jack on the back, or via

Embedded Systems Conference in

advantage for commuters who use

Wi-Fi (WPA supported) if available.”

San Jose, Calif., the winners of the

the Yamanote Rail Line. Around the

They even had suggestions for

Wireless Design Contest were

center of the dial are listed all the

usage: Butchers could donate to

announced. The challenge was to

station stops along the line’s route.

PETA, land developers to the Wilder-

come up with innovative uses of the

At the outer edge are little train sym-

ness Society, and so on. The Wi-Fi

wireless 802.11 standard. Second

bols with numbers that identify each

Donation Clock purportedly retailed

prize was awarded to Kevin Hubbard

run. These little trains move around

for $39, but you couldn’t order one

for his Wi-Fi Alarm Clock. It’s an

the dial, reaching and passing each

because the posting came on April 1.

alarm clock with Internet access. Not

station along the route. The clock

The SnuzNLuz was fiction. Maybe the

only will it tell you the time, but it will

knows when train 1013G has

strangest thing about it, though, was

also provide the weather, news, and

reached the Kanda Station because

that it was entirely possible given the

e-mail. The alarm buzzer can be set

the clock is connected via Wi-Fi to

state of the technology that already

to go off when e-mail is received, and

the railroad’s communication system

exists. ■
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